In this paper we assume that a deterministic multiobjective programming problem is approximated by surrogate problems based on estimations for the objective functions and the constraints. Making use of a large deviations approach, we investigate the behaviour of the constraint sets, the sets of efficient points and the solution sets if the size of the underlying sample tends to infinity. The results are illustrated by applying them to stochastic programming with chance constraints, where (i) the distribution function of the random variable is estimated by the empirical distribution function, (ii) certain parameters have to be estimated.
Introduction
Suppose that a decision maker is given a deterministic programming problem
where F c ~P is a nonempty closed set and f: ~P~ ~, and he is interested in the set of efficient points and the solution set (set of Pareto-optimal points) with respect to the usual partial ordering in W (which is generated by R+). However, in real-life situations he often does not completely know the objective functions or/and the constraint set F. He has to deal with estimators f~, In, where n in general denotes the size of the underlying sample. Furthermore, it may happen that solving the original problem requires too much effort and he is looking for surrogate problems (Pn) which are supposed to be easier to solve. Hence the question arises: Under what conditions concerning f, F and the estimators can he expect that for instance the solution sets of the surrogate problems approximate the solution set of the original problem in a suitable manner if n tends to infinity? For problems (P) with one objective function only there are several approaches which help to give an answer. If the surrogate problems are deterministic one often can rely on the widely developed stability theory in parametric programming. A lot of papers devoted to stability in stochastic programming make use of these results too, for instance regarding the distribution function of the random variable as parameter [6, 13, 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 35] . Having in mind true stochastic surrogate problems one may ask for the asymptotic distribution of the solution to the approximate problems [4-7, 15, 16, 30-34, 37] . But aiming at such assertions at least certain Lipschitz properties are needed. Finally one may be tempted to apply stochastic convergence notions. The authors who use the epi-consistency approach derive conditions ensuring that the objective functions of the approximate problems epi-converge to the objective function of the original problem almost surely. This implies that cluster points of a sequence of solutions to the approximate problems are (with probability one) solutions to the true problem [7, 17] . In [14, 34] large deviations results are proved. They can be regarded as assertions on convergence in probability with additional convergence rate. (A more detailed discussion of stochastic stability concepts will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.)
With the present paper we continue the considerations in [34] and extend them to the multiobjective case. We use a unifying framework which covers important special cases. Papers devoted to stability for multiobjective stochastic problems are not known to us, but there are several results which are concerned with the deterministic case [20, 21, 29] . It turns out that the assertions given there remain true in the stochastic context (as far as they fit into our framework). Moreover, specializing the stochastic results proved in the following we may even obtain assertions which extend the existing literature in the deterministic case.
The paper is organized as follows: After introducing the model and proving necessary measurability statements we derive the basic results which describe the behaviour of the efficiency set and the solution set. Then the constraint set is dealt with in a rather general setting. Finally the results will be illustrated by specializing them to the following two cases:
(i) The objective functions are the expectations of functions of x and a random variable Z. F is given by chance constraints depending on Z. The distribution function of Z is estimated by the empirical distribution function.
(ii) The objective functions and F are as in case (i). However, we shall assume that the distribution function of Z is known up to certain parameters which have to be estimated.
With these investigations we also contribute to the theory of probabilistic constrained programs (cf. [12, 22, 36, 38] ).
Preliminaries
Let the problem (P) be given. Assume that estimators f= (x,.) , n ~ N, for f(x) are available, which are defined on the complete probability space [~, M, P] and map into the measurable space [R ~, ~fr] . 2(~ denotes the o--field of Borel sets of R r. f= is supposed to be (~fP ® s~, 3(r)-measurable, sufficient conditions for this property are
